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Now it can be said that the whole world does not believe him.

No one will write to you.

On the contrary, he has suffered a major dereliction of duty. It is another question
whether he can keep his identity as a king.

Levi Garrison didn’t have enough evidence to expose the Four Little Dragons.

After all, Erudia gave the title of hero to the four little dragons.

Exposing them is equivalent to overthrowing everyone.

impossible things!

“Levi Garrison, you say! Keep talking! Let me see what else you can say?”

“Do you think someone will believe you?”

Si Xiaolong looked at him with a smug expression.

“Young people, it’s better to be down-to-earth, don’t think about grabbing credit or
something.”

Xi Buddha also patted Levi Garrison on the shoulder.

“Levi Garrison, we are so disappointed in you! We didn’t expect you to come to grab the
credit!”



“Okay, let’s not talk about this! Let’s ask you, we have ordered you to remove the
Avengers, why are you not doing it? What are you doing?”

Facing the question, Levi Garrison smiled: “Between the Avengers and the Northern
Demon, I think the Northern Demon is even more threatening. So I

went to the Tianshan base to deal with the Northern Demon.”

Everyone: “…”.

“Levi Garrison, you want to piss us off? Are you still talking about the North Demon at
this time, you got rid of it?”

“Obviously you are not doing things well and making major mistakes. But you still have
to pretend to have done your best for Erudia! Also come to

grab the credit of others!”

…

Levi Garrison’s words angered everyone.

“Excuse me, please keep your eyes open! If you think about the trickiness of this matter,
you will doubt it.”

“Get rid of the Northern Devil, I don’t want any reward or reputation from Levi Garrison, I
just want to give me justice! That’s it!”

Levi Garrison shouted at everyone.

Messiah stared at Levi Garrison angrily: “Today is really a disappointing day!!!”

“Levi Garrison, do you still realize your mistakes?”

Levi Garrison sneered: “What’s wrong with me?”

“Are you still wrong?”



“Did you get rid of the Avengers?”

Everyone questioned.

“But I got rid of the more dangerous Northern Demon!”

Levi Garrison looked at everyone frankly.

“you……”

Everyone was going to be mad at Levi Garrison.

After talking for a long time, Levi Garrison still had the same rhetoric.

“You are still so obsessed!!!”

“Levi Garrison from now on, you can be confined! Think about whether you are wrong?”

“When did you figure it out, and when will you come out again!”

…

Levi Garrison smiled: “I will go to the confinement room! But it is impossible to figure it
out! Because I was wrong!”

“If Levi Garrison doesn’t reflect on what he is wrong, then you don’t have to be the king
of words side by side! You will even be punished severely!”

“Come here, quickly send Levi Garrison to the confinement room to make him sober!”

Levi Garrison snorted: “It doesn’t matter!!!”

In this way, Levi Garrison was sent to a hidden confinement room somewhere in the
capital.

There are only ten small rooms of square meters.

The atmosphere is extremely depressing.



The guard also persuaded: “Just let your mouth go. With your contribution to Erudia, as
long as you admit that you have made a mistake, it won’t do

anything to you.”

Levi Garrison smiled and said, “Justice and easy-going! I’m wrong is wrong!”

“I believe everything will be proved soon! Fake things can’t be real!”

The others chuckled, “How is it possible? Everyone knows that the four little dragons
killed the Northern Devil. What evidence do you use to

overthrow them?”
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Levi Garrison didn’t answer the conversation, so he closed his eyes and rested.

His words are unbelievable.

Why not say it!

The guard outside the door took a look and then sighed: “Hey, it’s really worthless to
hand over the position of the king by one word in order to be

angry!”

After Levi Garrison was detained in a confinement room.



Many people still received the message.

The King of Beiliang, the Emperor of Xishu and others all knew about it.

They naturally did not believe that Levi Garrison was a deserter.

There must be a misunderstanding.

In addition, they didn’t think that Tang Mufeng was killed.

Tang Wansheng and others were extremely sad and angry! m.bg.

They blamed all this on Levi Garrison.

If the Emperor Xi Shu hadn’t come forward, I’m afraid Tang Wansheng would have been
dyed against Zoey.

Tang Wansheng had already vowed to never die with Levi Garrison.

The deserter was in charge of Levi Garrison, but it was his son who was punished.

He can’t stand…

“I heard that Levi Garrison was arrested! When he comes out, I will settle accounts with
him!”

…

At this time, the four little dragons had already begun to discuss the issue of one word
side by side.

According to Levi Garrison’s temperament, he would probably not admit his mistakes.

When the time comes, the word side by side will be theirs.

Together with the four Erudia Five Dragons and the East Demon, they are all respected
and loved by thousands of people.



Some people also suggested that the Dong Yao four should be designated as national
teachers to cultivate more geniuses for Erudia.

It is definitely a blessing for Erudia to have a little more heroes like the Four Little
Dragons.

For those thirty-eight people, the Dongbeasts originally wanted to kill them.

But he was stopped by the western monk.

He didn’t want to kill karma anymore.

What’s more, I am not afraid now.

After all, these people are in their control.

And these people testify that they got rid of the Northern Devil.

Because they have heard different sounds recently.

Some people began to doubt the authenticity of the first battle at the Tianshan base,
and even doubt whether the death squads were deserters…

This made the four of them nervous.

In order to dispel this suspicion, let the death squad testify.

“Do you know why I keep you?”

Dong Beast looked at everyone with a smile.

When the four little dragons asked them to testify about the killing of the North Demon,
the members of the death squad did not agree.

“It’s okay if you don’t agree, but I can’t guarantee the safety of your family? Your child is
three years old, so cute…

Your parents are so old…and you…”



“You must not die!!!”

Everyone in the death squad had a handle, and finally had to testify for the four little
dragons.

This matter is basically concluded.

The voice of doubt disappeared.

Time passed day by day.

Levi Garrison was still kept in the confinement room.

He had no intention of admitting his mistakes and repenting.

Even the guards have been offering food and water for several days.

Levi Garrison is still the same.

“What’s the matter? Is Levi Garrison still not aware of his mistake?”

“Report, side by side, Wang Zhen has the slightest sign of remorse! Always insist that
he is not at fault!”

“Outrageous! Levi Garrison is on the bar?”

“Okay, tell Levi Garrison! Give him three more days. If he still doesn’t admit his mistake,
then he will be canceled.”

…

Upon hearing this, the four little dragons smiled excitedly.

If Levi Garrison is improper, the probability is theirs.

The four East Demons touched their beards and nodded: “Well, yes, yes!”

They very much hope to see the scene of the apprentice’s pros.



Levi Garrison smiled contemptuously after hearing the notice.

On the first day, Levi Garrison did not admit his mistake.

The next day, Levi Garrison still did not admit his mistake.

On the third day, the agreed time was up…
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“One word side by side, this is your last chance! There are still two hours!”

“I hope you will consider it carefully. This is about the identity of the king of the word
side by side!”

The guard at the door persuaded.

“No, I’m not wrong, what’s wrong?”

Levi Garrison said without opening his eyes.

“Hey! Too stubborn!”

Time goes by every minute and every second.

It is equivalent to the countdown of the time when Levi Garrison was the king of the
word side by side.



The four little dragons and the big summer five dragons are also waiting anxiously…

Soon they will be crowned king!

At this time, it was located in a manor house in the capital. m.bg.

amar, the king of military doctors in the field, just left.

There was a person lying on the bed in the bedroom.

He opened his eyes suddenly, his eyes flickering like lightning.

“Am I still dead? Where am I?”

He said coldly.

He is the North Demon.

He clearly remembered that before he lost consciousness, he and Levi Garrison were
dead.

Didn’t think that he was still alive.

The Avengers must have saved themselves.

“Levi Garrison didn’t think about it, I’m still alive…hahahaha…”

The North Demon laughed wildly.

Although he was seriously injured, he has recovered 60% to 70% under the treatment of
amar and others.

Due to the particularity of the Northern Devil’s cultivation technique, his strength and
body are recovering at a speedy speed.

It took him another two hours to recover to 80%.

“I am in the capital???”



After leaving here, the North Demon suddenly knew.

The corners of his mouth lifted, revealing a weird smile.

Don’t think about it, the North Devil is about to start.

the other side.

Four hours soon arrived.

Levi Garrison finally did not admit his mistake.

He insisted on his own statement.

This made everyone extremely angry.

“Cancel the identity of Levi Garrison’s side by side king!”

“After seven days, a ceremony for the four little dragons to be crowned kings will be
held, and the four will be side by side with the king!”

“The East Demon Four were also named the Emperor Protector of the Country, and
cultivated more talents for Erudia!”

…

After the decision was made, the inside was shocked.

However, the Four Little Dragons had a record of killing the Northern Devil, so people
dared not accept it.

After Levi Garrison heard this message, his face was not disturbed.

For him, the word side by side king or Kunlun war god is a false name.

He won’t care.

The only thing angry is that the four little dragons deceived everyone by means.



Let the truth be buried.

But he was not in a hurry.

There will be an answer soon.

“As mentioned above, although you canceled your one-word side by side king! But you
can still take the position of Kunlun War God! Your strength

is still stronger than Chen Wudao and the others!”

Faced with this situation, Levi Garrison just smiled.

“no need!”

“It seems to Levi Garrison that you still don’t realize your mistakes, go ahead and close
the confinement room!”

Levi Garrison continued to be detained.

The Four Little Dragons have already begun to celebrate here.

There was a large-scale celebration banquet.

Messiah also sent a representative, and Erudia Wulong was also there.

Some people in the know have already come to congratulate.

The four little dragons were red and excited.

Even western monks gradually accepted this identity.

“I’m so ashamed to be a king!!!”

“We are far from qualified!”

The four little dragons looked humble.



“How is it possible? Killing the North Demon is enough!”

“Furthermore, you have passed Messiah’s inspection! They will not admit the wrong
person!”

“You are absolutely qualified to be a king!”

Everyone touted.

“Then I’ll be more respectful when I wait, and I’ll rely on you to take care of the queen
after making a queen!”

The celebration banquet was extremely hot and coveted.

Suddenly someone ran in: “The big thing is not good, the North Demon has appeared…”
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The language is not surprising and endless.

The phrase “North Demon appeared” was like a thunder on the ground.

Too shocking!

“Rumble!!!”

Thunder roars exploded in everyone’s mind.



The extraordinary celebration banquet, which was originally hot, suddenly became
silent.

Everyone stopped their actions at this moment, one by one, like a statue.

“Snapped!”

“??!”

“boom!”

…M.bg.

The scene was full of the sound of cups and chopsticks falling to the ground.

It can be seen how terrifying the word “North Demon” is.

When everyone heard it, there was only fear.

Especially under the current circumstances, the Northern Demon was clearly dead.

The four little dragons had a celebration banquet for killing them, and they were about
to be crowned kings.

As a result, the North Demon appeared.

The East Demon was dumbfounded.

The Southern Emperor was dumbfounded.

The four little dragons were dumbfounded.

Everyone was stunned.

Everyone looked at each other and stood silent.

It took a full minute for someone to react one after another.



“what???”

“The Northern Devil is still alive???”

The man nodded fiercely: “Yes, the Northern Devil is still alive! He’s back! It’s terrible!”

“impossible!!!”

The four Erudia Wulong Dongyao shouted in unison.

“The North Demon has clearly been beheaded by our apprentice at the Tianshan base.
How can it be alive?”

“You guys are really nonsense! Tell me something that doesn’t exist!”

The four little dragons who reacted also shouted angrily: “You spread rumors, be
careful to punish you!”

“The Northern Devil was killed by the four of us. Tens of thousands of people have
witnessed it. How can it be alive?”

“The Northern Devil can’t live! Don’t talk nonsense!”

Although the four of them said so, there was a faint worry in their hearts.

Their nerves are tense.

What if it is true?

Although they saw the North Demon and the mysterious master die together.

But after searching for a long time, I still couldn’t see the bodies of two people.

The quicksand may be buried, but such a covering search can even find the dead bird.

Let alone two people…

But they still killed the Northern Demon.



“Are you talking nonsense? How could the North Demon appear?”

“You are responsible for talking nonsense!”

The high-level faces of several Yanlong Guards were exposed black, and asked
dissatisfiedly.

“No! I’m not talking nonsense!”

“The third team of the wolf group discovered the Northern Demon and has already
played against him. The entire army has been overthrown…”

The man said firmly.

“The most important thing is that the Northern Devil is in the capital at the moment…”

The man added another sentence.

“what?”

“Has the wolf group and the North Demon encountered?”

This is an extremely terrifying thing for Messiah.

The Northern Devil is in the capital again…

This is too scary, right?

“Yes, there was a message from Team Three at the last minute…”

For a while, Messiah was anxious like ants on a hot pot.

“boom!!!”

As for the four little dragons, their faces were pale.

Isn’t the North Devil really alive?



The four East Demon immediately said, “Impossible! The Northern Demon has been
killed by our four apprentices, how could it appear?”

“You must be mistaken, don’t say it’s the North Demon until you have any definite
information!”

Several senior officials of Messiah looked at the four little dragons in uncertainty and
asked; “You tell the truth, is the Northern Demon dead?”

The senior officials of Messiah were unsure.

Because at this moment they thought of Levi Garrison.

Levi Garrison said that the North Demon was dead.

“We do…”

The western monk subconsciously wanted to say it, but was interrupted by the Eastern
Demon: “It’s dead! The Northern Demon was killed by our own

hands. How could we live?”

They will not admit it until there is no conclusive evidence.
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What’s more, in their opinion, the Northern Devil cannot live.

They watched their deaths with their own eyes.

And to appear near the Tianshan base in the north.



It is impossible to appear in the capital all at once.

“I think it’s probably a strong man in the Avengers, or a member of the Northern Devil.
He came to avenge the Northern Devil!”

The western monk analyzed a result.

Everyone thinks this result is very convincing.

This is probably the case!

“En, I think so too! Hurry up and send all the power to verify who it is? If you avenge the
Northern Devil, you will resolutely fight it all!”

Messiah’s senior officials directly ordered.

All the forces were sent out, and the search began within the capital. m.bg.

The four little dragons took the initiative to ask: “Once it is found, we will notify us
immediately and we will take care of this matter! If this person is

not removed, we will not be able to sleep!”

“You four really have the demeanor of a general! We don’t see the wrong person!”

Everyone looked at the four with admiration.

At this moment, in the confinement room, Levi Garrison was still closing his eyes and
resting.

amar came to see him at this time.

“Boss, he’s awake, I can’t control it! It’s likely something happened!”

The ancient style naturally refers to the North Demon.

Levi Garrison opened his eyes suddenly: “He wakes up so fast?”



“He has a special physique, and another cultivation technique is also special, so he
recovers quickly!”

amar answered.

“Come here, let me go out! The Northern Devil has appeared, or if you don’t stop him,
there may be casualties!”

Levi Garrison shouted.

Although he was wronged, he still needs to be sensible in the face of justice.

Can’t be emotional.

“No! There are rules, you can’t go out!”

“Unless you admit that you are wrong! Only if you have enough reflection can you be
released.”

Levi Garrison said helplessly: “Now the Northern Devil is about to appear, are you still in
the mood to consider this?”

“Don’t say anything else, even if the North Demon appears, it won’t be your turn to deal
with it. Aren’t there four little dragons? They are enough!”

“You should honestly reflect on your fault!”

…

Levi Garrison sighed.

Back to the original position.

This person, it’s hard to look back at one thing.

Unless you hit the wall!

Now all Erudia doesn’t approve of him.



He has done what he should do.

Have a clear conscience.

Since the four little dragons can kill the North Demon, let them kill one of them, right?

amar also sighed helplessly and left.

At this moment, Messiah had sent a large number of forces to investigate the North
Demon.

The East Demon saw the embarrassment of the four little dragons.

I couldn’t help but comforted: “It’s troublesome, anyway, the Northern Demon was killed
by you, this time it is his gangster who appeared. Isn’t it a

piece of cake for you to kill him?”

now.

The three teams of the Messiahlong Formation are searching near the Ye Clan in the
capital.

Suddenly I saw someone in front of me.

When the North Demon’s face was clearly seen, the three teams were going crazy.

“The Northern Demon… is really the Northern Demon!”

“How can you live?”

Everyone was surprised.

The North Demon sneered: “Did I ever say that I was dead?”

“Go back and inform everyone in Erudia! I am the North Demon back! I will kill one
person through Erudia, and see who can stop me? I will turn the



capital into a purgatory on earth!”

The North Demon sneered.

The three teams of the Dragon Group dared not wait any longer, and ran away like crazy.

Messiah and the four little dragons are waiting for information.

The three teams of the dragon group ran up, all lying on the ground in fright.

“It’s the Northern Demon! It’s the Northern Demon! He wants to turn the capital into
hell!”


